WAY DOWN
John Prine

Chorus:
C   G      F        C           F                 C
WAY DOWN; WAY DOWN IT MUST BE; I CAN'T STOP THIS MISERY
G          F   C     F, C
IT MUST BE WAY DOWN

C                G           F             C
SPRING IS JUST A SMILE AWAY, LAUGHING AT A SUMMER DAY
F            C             G               F      C
TURN AROUND, LOOK AT FALL, WINTER, HEAR MY LONELY CALL

C   G      F        C           F                 C
WAY DOWN; WAY DOWN IT MUST BE; I CAN'T STOP THIS MISERY
G          F   C     F, C
IT MUST BE WAY DOWN

C                   G               F              C
THE AIR IS THIN AND THE SKY IS FAT; I'M GONNA BUY ME A BRAND NEW HAT
F               C          G                 F     C
WEAR IT OUT AND GO INSANE; CHRIST, I HOPE IT NEVER RAINS

C   G      F        C           F                 C
WAY DOWN; WAY DOWN IT MUST BE; I CAN'T STOP THIS MISERY
G          F   C     F, C
IT MUST BE WAY DOWN


C               G         F             C
THOUGHT I SAW A NEON SIGN FLASH MY NAME WITH THE TIME
F              C            G                  F      C
PROBABLY DIDN'T SEE A THING; CRAZY DREAMS AND A BROKEN WING

Repeat Chorus

C               G         F             C
HOW YA GONNA GET SUNSHINE, PEEKING THRU VENETIAN BLINDS
F              C            G                  F      C
DON'T YOU KNOW ALL THAT FEAR BEGINS AND ENDS THE SAME PLACE AS HERE

Repeat Chorus

C               G         F             C
SPRING IS JUST A SMILE AWAY, LAUGHING AT A SUMMER DAY
F              C            G                  F      C
TURN AROUND, LOOK AT FALL, WINTER, HEAR MY LONELY CALL
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